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By Glenn Harrold, Ali Calderwood

CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is one of a series of meditation recordings by
Glenn Harrold and Ali Calderwood, which are based upon the ancient solfeggio musical scale. Each
note in this scale has specific healing properties, and this recording resonates to a frequency of
741hz which is associated with the colour blue and the element of ether. Glenn Harrold's acclaimed
vocal delivery and guided meditation combined with Ali Calderwood's deep and moving
soundscapes tuned to 741hz combine to create an amazingly powerful meditation recording. By
combining these sounds with a guided meditation, you have the potential to release deep-rooted
blockages and negative patterns of behaviour. This frequency will help you to express yourself
freely, communicate effectively, clear creative blocks and can help you to feel more determined
and focussed. It can also help with weight control issues, a sluggish metabolism, hearing, throat
and thyroid problems and even colds. This CD contains two inspiring guided meditation tracks. The
first track can be used in the daytime as it will guide you back to full waking consciousness at the
end. The second track will guide you into a deep sleep state at the end, which makes it ideal for...
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It is fantastic and great. This is for those who statte there was not a worth looking at. Its been written in an exceptionally easy way which is only soon a er i
finished reading this ebook through which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- B a r r y O 'Reilly-- B a r r y O 'Reilly

Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV
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